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Abstract: Thee objective off this paper is to presentt the
manufacturingg of Al/TiB2 in-situ compposites using the
exothermic reeaction in thee Al - K2TiF6 - KBF4 syystem.
Composites with
w
aluminum matrix and TiB
T 2 particles have
excellent mecchanical strenggth, high resistance to wearr and
corrosion duee to thermodynnamic stability of particles inn the
matrix.
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UCTION
1. INTRODU
In the laast decades thhe aluminum matrix compoosites
reinforced witth discontinues particles repreesent a priority field
in structural coomposite researrches.
Metal maatrix composittes have beenn manufacturedd by
various techniques such as poowder metallurgy, spray depossition
and several casting
c
methodds such as rheocasting, squueezecasting, stir-casting and com
mpo-casting, buut there exist some
challenges in manufacturing the discontiinuously reinfo
forced
metal matrix composites.
c
Onne of the main problems lies in
i the
thermodynamiic instability off reinforcing ceeramic phases in
i the
matrix [1, 2, 6,
6 8, 9].
In-situ method for mannufacturing off these compoosites,
comes into sight in the middle of ’880 years, offeers a
thermodynamiic stability of fine
f
and dispersses particles intto the
aluminum matrix due to the fact thatt germination and
reinforcement particles grow
wth take place exact in the alloy
matrix, ensureeing a strong coonnection at thhe interface bettween
particles and matrix
m
[5].
In-situ fabbrication of thhe metal matriix composites is a
process, in whhich dispersed (reinforcing)
(
phhase is formed in
i the
matrix as a result
r
of precippitation from the
t melt durinng its
cooling and soolidification.
In-situ tecchnique involvees a chemical reaction
r
resultinng in
the formationn of a very finne and thermoodynamically stable
s
reinforcing phhase within a meetal matrix [10]].
Prasad ett al. studied KBF4 and K2TiF6 salts, using
u
differential thhermal analyssis (DTA), diifferential scannning
calorimetry (D
DSC) and therm
mo-gravimetry (TG)
(
up to 10773 oC.
Prasad et al. also
a examined thhe reactions beetween two salts and
aluminum [7]..
Donaldsonn et al. examinned the reactionn between saltss and
aluminum by XRD analysis of the slag, as well as the traansfer
efficiency of the
t Ti and B frrom salt to alum
minum by chem
mical
analysis of thee alloy [4].
The purppose of this paaper is to preesent the resullts of
fabrication of in-situ Al/TiB2 composites using the exotheermic
reaction betweeen metallic meelt and salts conntaining boron (from
(
KBF4) and titaanium (from K2TiF6 ).

2. EXPERIM
MENTAL PR
ROCEDURE
In-situ All/TiB2 composites were mannufactured witth an
exothermic reaaction process via
v KBF4 and K2TiF6 salts. As

matrrix was used 6xxx series alum
minum alloys (Al-Cu-Mg-Si),
(
,
the chemical
c
compoosition being prresented in Tab
ble 1.
Allloy
606
60
606
63

Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

Zn

Ti

Al

0.47
0.43

0.21
0.22

0.02
0.01

0.0155
0.0144

0.61
0.43

0.029
0.017

0.010
0.013

Bal.
Bal.

Tab.. 1. Chemical coomposition of aaluminum alloy
ys, wt.%
The
T aluminum alloys 6xxx series were seleected as matrixx
becaause it possessses medium strength, goo
od formability,,
machinability, welddability and corrrosion resistance compared too
minum alloys.
otheer grades of alum
The
T
compositees elaboration was realized in an electricc
furn
nace with KAN
NTHAL resisttance and grap
phite crucible,,
equiipped with conttrol devices annd temperature control (nickell
chro
omium-nickel aluminum theermocouple an
nd temperaturee
regu
ulator with a ±5oC deviation).
The
T fabricationn of in-situ Al/T
TiB2 metal mattrix compositess
is baased on a proceess in which borron (from KBF
F4) and titanium
m
(from
m K2TiF6) conttaining salts reeact with molteen aluminum too
geneerate in-situ TiB2 particles, att temperatures between 750 950 oC.
Also,
A
was addeed cryolite (Naa3AlF6) which has the role too
elim
minate aluminum
m oxide in dross. The other rolle of cryolite iss
takin
ng as activaator, decreasiing activated energy andd
acceelerating the in-situ reaction.
A pre-weighted mixture of K2TiF6 and KBF
K 4 salts wass
mixeed and preheateed at 300 oC forr 2 hours in ord
der to eliminatee
hum
midity.
The
T
exothermiic reaction bettween the saltts yield in-situu
form
med TiB2 particlles is:

3K2TiF6+6KBF4+10Al=4K
+
TiB2
3AllF3+6AlF3+3T

(1))

The
T salts reactt with the moltten aluminum alloy
a
such thatt
the boron and titaanium enter thee aluminum an
nd combine too
m in-situ TiB2 particles.
p
The reemaining cryollite slag (dross))
form
is reemoved from thhe surface andd the molten co
omposites weree
cast into a mold.
The
T reactions thhat occur in thee simultaneous introduction off
fluorrides K2TiF6 annd KBF4 in liqquid aluminum alloy are veryy
com
mplex and invoolves reaction in melt, diffu
usion processess
throu
ugh the boundaary layer betweeen melt salt and
a melt metal,,
reactions inside of the
t salt particlee and gas formaation.
Since
S
the chemical reactionn took place entirely
e
in thee
alum
minum molten, no oxidation layer on the surfaces
s
of thee
TiB2 particles couldd be formed.
In-situ
I
TiB2 paarticles are form
med in one of two ways. Thee
first is that TiB2 forms directlly at the inteerface betweenn
minum and the flux. The form
mation and disspersion of thiss
alum
kind
d of boride paarticles is stronngly influenced
d by the alloyy
elem
ments. The secoond is that titannium and boron disperse intoo
the aluminum mellt when K2TiF
F6 and KBF4 are
a reduced byy
minum and subssequently react to form TiB2 paarticles.
alum

3. CHARAC
CTERIZATIO
ON OF COM
MPOSITES
The compposites obtaineed have been characterizatioon by
electron micrroscopy (with EDS) and also
a
through X-ray
X
diffraction (XR
RD).
From the figure 1 resultts that the reacction between liquid
l
K 4)
aluminum andd complex mixxture fluorides (K2TiF6 and KBF
led to obtaininng a composite material with a TiB2 particless fine
array.
Titanium boride
b
particless are hexagonall shape, with allmost
echiaxa shape, and are situateed at the grain boundaries.
b
Aveerage
size of particlees is 1-1,20 μm
m.

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraaction (XRD) paattern of Al/TiB
B2 composite
Figure
F
3 showss an X-ray difffraction (XRD)) pattern of thee
Al/T
TiB2 composite. The patterrn reveals thee presence off
alum
minum and TiB
B2 peaks, indiccating that TiB
B2 particles aree
form
med in the compposite, only.

4. CONCLUSIO
C
ONS

Fig. 1. SEM micrograph
m
of thhe Al/TiB2 com
mposite

From
F
the resultts obtained, the following may
y be concluded:
In-situ
I
compoosites Al/TiB2 were produ
uced with ann
exotthermic reactionn in the Al - K2TiF6 - KBF4 system, at 750 950 oC.
Cryolite
C
salts was added as activator and
d reacting withh
Al2O3 to form drossses.
The
T
reaction mixture
m
of sallts (K2TiF6 an
nd KBF4) withh
alum
minum alloy is highly
h
exotherm
mic.
X-ray
X
diffractioon analysis (X
XRD) and EDS
S microanalysiss
conffirmed the preseence of TiB2 paarticles.
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